In this study, improved principal component analysis method is put forward to avoid the shortage of comprehensive evaluation dealt with principal component analysis method. When the contribution rate of the first principal components is short of asks, we can choose to rotate factor loading matrix and select multiple main components and synthesize and weigh the variation coefficient and variance contribution as weight coefficient, to set up a comprehensive evaluation model. As an example of the main indicators of Shangluo city Industrial data, the comparative study uses factor analysis and improved model, systematic classification with cluster analysis. The result shows that comprehensive evaluation of the improved model in the practical problems is more reasonable and objective.
INTRODUCTION
Keep the introduction short. Precise the introduction in a significant manner and exclude the all subheadings. The basic principles of research, background earlier work and the purpose of the present studies should be described in the introduction. Introduction should be briefly justifies the research, specifies the hypotheses to be tested and gives the objective (s). Extensive discussion of relevant literature should be included in the discussion.
The principal component analysis is put forward as multiple data dimension reduction processing technology in the early and is widely used in the natural, biology, medicine, management, economy, society, etc. But it exists problem in the actual application. Mainly includes: only take the first principal component or take multiple main composition weighted when using principal component analysis in comprehensive evaluation (Ye, 2006) ; the characteristics and deficiency of the traditional linear principal components (Gao and Cai, 2004) ; integrated rank high related indicators appear using principal component analysis (Ye, 2001) , improved main component method of comprehensive evaluation (Xu and Wang, 2006; Yan, 1998; Sun and Qian, 2009) ; the comparison of main component of the comprehensive evaluation method and factor analysis of comprehensive evaluation (Wang and Chen, 2006; Shi, 2007) ,etc. We all have certain understanding for these problems. The main problems focus on the contribution of first principal components did not reach the required, only choose the first principal component to sort or choose multiple main ingredients to variance contribution will be multiple main composition weighted before the evaluation; Another is to the improvement of the principal component analysis, combine factor analysis and the clustering analysis method and trying to find some new weighted function instead of variance contribution ratio (Li and Liu, 2010) .
Based on the above research and analysis, this study synthesis the variation coefficient and variance contribution as a synthetic weight coefficient, combined with the factor analysis, thus to set up a comprehensive evaluation model and sort and classify with principal component clustering method. As an example of the main indicators of Shangluo city Industrial data, the comparative study uses factor analysis and improved model and the clustering analysis to classify system.
METHODOLOGY
The feasibility of coefficient of variation as the weight coefficient: Coefficient of variation and multiple correlation coefficient are commonly used as weights in the comprehensive evaluation (Hu and He, 2000) , Coefficient of variation reflects the degree of variation between the variables. The original data usually includes two aspects of information: variability information of the degree of variation of each index and the information of the mutual influence degree between the various indicators, which is the coefficient of variation and correlation coefficient of each index. Covariance matrix fully characterizes all of the information of the original data. Its diagonal element is the variance of each indicator and non-diagonal elements contain the information of the correlation coefficient between the various indicators. The original data are often immeasurable steel in a comprehensive evaluation, such as the mean and the proportion method. Diagonal elements of data covariance matrix that is immeasurable steel relate to coefficient of variation of the variable. In the principal component analysis, the main diagonal elements of the covariance matrix that is the standardized data usually are all 1, which in fact denies the degree of variation of the index variation information. Standardizing the raw data, the principal component that comes from the covariance matrix or correlation coefficient matrix reflects the correlation of the data. But the coefficient of variation, which is the information of the data itself and can highlight the relative changes of every index range, should be reflected in the evaluation results. The comprehensive evaluation shows the relationship and difference information of the data, which makes all information of the original data reflected in comprehensive evaluation and so as to achieve the purpose of comprehensive evaluation to the problem.
Improved principal component analysis: On the basis of the principal component analysis, the principal component analysis is improved as follow:
Standardizing the original data, we get data matrix X = (x ij ) n×p . Anglicizing the data by using the principal component analysis, we are orthogonal rotating if the contribution rate of the first principal component can not reach the requirements and choose principal component if its contribution rate more than 85%. In establishing comprehensive evaluation model, we choose the variable coefficient of variation and variance contribution ratio of the principal component as the two weights and weighting .So we get the comprehensive evaluation model
The comprehensive evaluation of the industrial structure of shangluo city: Establishment of index system and data sources: Combined with the actual situation in shangluo, we choose X 1 -gross industrial output value, X 2 -industrial 0.926 -0.202 0.842 0.436 "*" indicates that data is greater than or equal to -0100 is less than or equal to 0.100 sales value, X 3 -assets worth, X 4 -advocate business income, X 5 -total profit, X 6 -profit tax amount, X 7 -this year deal with total wages, X 8 --welfare and X 9 -the number of the average of the total amount of the employees as the research object.
The original data of index come from Shangluo Statistical Yearbook (2009).
Improved evaluation model of the principal component analysis:
We get KMO test value 0.734 by factor analysis for the data by SPSS11.5 (Lu, 2007) and using the principal component analysis when we extract the factors, which show that it is suitable for factor analysis. Obtained by the output of each common factor corresponding to the eigenvalues, contribution rate of the common factor, the cumulative contribution ratio, the output results are shown in Table 1 . The first principal component's contribution rate is 83.581%, which is not up to the requirements, so using Varlmax method rotates the factor loading matrix and get accumulative contribution rates of the first and second principal components (i.e., 2 integrated indexes) reached 91.359% after rotation. We select the first and second principal components and use the improved model (1) to calculate the comprehensive score of the structure of industry in Shangluo City and rank.
Factor analysis of process and outcome evaluation:
According to the analysis, to extract two common factors, the rotated factor loading matrix in Table 2 . From Table 2 , the rotation in the nine indicators X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 7 , X 8 , X 9 the load on a common factor and these indicators, industrial sales output value, total assets, the main business income this year to cope with the total wages, welfare total, all employees in the annual average number of information, basically reflects the scale of industrial development, so the first factor named for the scale factor (f i ); The load on the second factor value of these indicators is the total industrial output value, total profits, total profits and taxes, mainly reflecting the economic benefits of industrial industry, so named for the effectiveness factor (f 2 ).
Factor Analysis and comparison of the improved model ranking:
We calculate the 46 listed-scale industries in Shangluo City of scores on these two factors by using the regression method and average score of the two factors by the weight of each factor contribution rate, so we establish a comprehensive evaluation model as follows: is the contribution rate of the common factor (where p = 2).We calculate the composite score of 10 industrial, sort of concrete results in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that the current scale factor (f 1 ) scores of the top ten industries are: iron ore mining, manufacturing of proprietary Chinese medicines, which commonly use non-ferrous metal smelting and so on. It shows that the industry is a leading industry of Shangluo City. According to the efficiency factor (f 2 ), the top ten industry are: tungsten and molybdenum mining and other metal mining, cement, lime, gypsum manufacturing, precious metal rolling processing, iron mining and dressing etc. It can be seen that Shangluo City's industrial efficiency mainly depends on a number of energy industry and other industrial economic efficiency is low.
From the comprehensive factor (F) of the top 10 industrial sectors, it can be seen that the industrial products market in Shangluo City over a single, mainly depends on its energy and focuses on the energy extraction and processing industries. Like light industry, textile, electronics, handicrafts and other higher value-added products don't have the market advantage. (1), it can be seen that the top ten major industries have the same ranking except for the ninth ranking of the scale factor (f 1 ). But the factor analysis shows that the scale factor (f 1 ) in the industry and ranked some of the same, but the gap is far more to improve the model (1)(E) larger. It can be seen from Table 1 that the first two principal components are the cumulative contribution rate of 91.359%, while the first principal component accounted for 83.581%. Various sectors in the original data on the corresponding index value gap is relatively large, the improved model (1) added to reflect this gap between the coefficient of variation, the evaluation results more in line with the actual situation and the scale factor in the ranking the degree of agreement on the improved model (1), the evaluation results are more reasonable.
Shangluo city industrial structure cluster analysis and evaluation: Based on the above analysis, we get the Shangluo Industrial industry cluster analysis pedigree chart Fig. 1 by using SPSS two principal components of the selected system clustering.
Shangluo City 46 listed scale industries can be divided into three categories, the third class includes tungsten and molybdenum mine mining; the second class has the iron ore mining, copper mining, metal mining, manufacturing of proprietary Chinese medicines, cement, lime, gypsum manufacturing, which commonly use non-ferrous metal smelting; the others belong to the first class classification. From the classification, the third class, second class industries of the top seven industries concentrated in the rankings of the comprehensive factor (F) and model (1)(E). These industries ranked in the top ten rankings of the scale factor and the efficiency factor. As a result, we can also obtain that Shangluo City of industrial development is also largely dependent on mineral resources and mostly in the lower level. It is likewise reflected that the scientific nature of the clustering analysis, thus to avoid the artificial classification based on the size of the consolidated scores of subjective and arbitrary. Therefore, the rationality of the model is reflected (1).
CONCLUSION
In this study, the problems of the principal component analysis were analyzed and discussed from the information provided by the data itself. The results show that we should first conduct a preliminary analysis of raw data in the evaluation of specific issues; we cannot simply extract a number of principal components when the first principal component contribution rate isn't achieved postulate and each sample difference is large. We can choose to rotate the factor loading matrix, select the number of principal components and a combination of factor analysis, coefficient of variation and the variance contribution rate of synthesis, weighted as the weight coefficient, the establishment of a comprehensive evaluation model.
As an example of the core indicators of Shangluo City Industrial Data, a comparative study is conducted based on the composite score by using the factor analysis and the improvement of the model (1), respectively. It is determined that the improvement of the rationality of the model by the classification of Shangluo City Industrial by using cluster analysis methods. The evaluation of analytical results is consistent with the industrial city of Shangluo industrial structure of the existing situation. It provides a reference basis for the further development of Shangluo City Industrial.
